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I spent 11 days in Myanmar aboard Avalon River Cruises Avalon Myanmar in December. Where: Myanmar (you may know it as Burma) When: Mid-December Weather: Hot in Yangon, where I spent three days. Cool in the morning and hot during the day on the Irrawaddy River between Bhamo and Bagan. Type of Trip: Cruise Trip Length: 11 days, including three days of mouse
travel over the items below for a detailed explanation of what I packed. Every time you see the Thinglink icon in the photo (bottom right), you can mouse over it to interact with the image. Clothing Airplane Outfit Shoe Packaging Challenge: This is the only time I've ever needed to basically purchase a completely different wardrobe for the trip. I wanted to respect cultural practices
around color, modesty, and stay comfortable in the climate (which at this time of year ranged from cool in the mornings and hot during the day along the northern stretches of the Irrawaddy River to hot almost all the time in the capital Yangon). In this predominantly Buddhist country, colors are important, so I chose bright fabrics that were light enough to be comfortable on hot
days. Since in my daily life, I mostly wear black, gray and brown- and lots of jeans, this presented logistical challenges. I don't want to spend a lot of money buying clothes that I probably wouldn't wear at home, but I would like to be culturally respectful while traveling in Myanmar. I also needed modestly cut clothes-no tank tops or skirts that showed off any legs, which meant I
couldn't use my usual wardrobe of hot weather. So I did a lot of making a purchase. Those targeted skirts you see above were $6 each. Gap T-shirts were under $12. Ultimately, I got everything I needed for less than $100. For my travel gear, I wanted something that would adapt to different temperatures (cold flights, hot airports, etc.) and would be comfortable enough to sleep
during a series of night flights (on the way back, I spent two consecutive nights on planes). And for shoes I chose two pairs that would be comfortable for walking, breathing, and protect the feet from rough ground. What I had to leave behind: lole pants were useful, but they ran big, so I needed to pull them out a lot and they weren't as flattering as they could be in a size that fits
better. What I had to pack: Since I was traveling with items that were largely not part of my usual wardrobe, I didn't feel completely at home in my clothes during the trip. I wish I had brought a few more items that I really liked to wear, instead of opting for just for cheap and practical. I've seen a lot of people dressed in some black, so I probably could get away with some of my
standard favorites More from SmarterTravel: Some review products are sent to us for free and without incentive to offer a favorable favorable We offer our objective opinions, positive and negative, and will never agree to compensation for consideration of the product. We manually select everything we recommend and select items through testing and reviews. Some products are
sent to us for free without incentives to offer a favorable review. We offer our objective views and do not accept compensation for consideration of products. All items are in stock and the prices are accurate at the time of publication. If you buy something through our links, we can earn a commission. Every year, thousands of young women leave their villages in Myanmar in search
of work abroad, and many of them are stuck in forced labour. In this Thomson Reuters Foundation film, we hear some of their stories. Showcase of cinematic short documentaries curated by The Atlantic. Marco wong/Getty Images A good dictionary is needed to learn the language. Explore the following recommendations for Anglo-Japanese or Japanese-English dictionaries to
find the right tool for you. All kanji is accompanied by a furigan. The number of words in the dictionary (22,000) is much greater than its competition. You can learn natural and colloquial Japanese through 19,000 samples of sentences and phrases. The paper is high quality and the printing is clear. It is great for beginners who have mastered can scripts (hiragan and katakana),
although the number of words may be a little limited for advanced students. It includes three apps; list of verbs, numerical counters, and toties. This dictionary is for international Japanese students. Words can be searched in romaji. It contains about 11,000 words and they all have accents. Examples are written in Romaji, Japanese and English. Many photos and photos are
included as well. With some 1,200 miles of coastline, Myanmar offers some beaches that are easily equal to Thailand or the Philippines, with very little tourist crush and touts that bedevil more popular beach spots. Of course, Myanmar's growing openness has reached its beaches; Ngapali Beach has seen its star steadily growing among the beaches of Southeast Asia, with
Ngwesaung and Chaung Tha beaches hot on their heels. The dry season from December to April is the ideal time to visit the coasts of Myanmar, although many local players will have the same idea. To experience the beaches at their best, avoid Myanmar's weekends and festivals (Chief Tishyan among them). Before you go, keep in mind that the rules for visiting Myanmar's
beaches are all so a little different from what you are used to in Thailand and the Philippines. Don't wear skimpy bikinis or other skin-revealing swimwear on Myanmar beaches. Locals are not used to the open skin we take for granted in more popular beaches elsewhere. However, those who are respectful and knowledgeable local customs will be rewarded with secluded, idyllic
beaches that rival the best best World. 01 of the 07 Address Ngapali Beach, Myanmar (Burma) is Myanmar's most developed beach, a 2-mile white-sand ocean promenade that offers many of the activities you would expect to find in world-class resorts elsewhere: you can go kayaking, snorkeling, and snorkeling around the nearby sea. The seafood scene around Ngapali is also a
significant draw-you can eat a catch day right at sea, or enjoy a beer while watching the sunset in the Indian Ocean. Hotels around Ngapali Beach offer accommodation suitable for all budgets, from beach cottages to air-conditioned villas, but vacancies can be difficult to get during the Thingyan holiday season. Getting there: Fly through Thandwe Airport from Yangon Airport or
Mandalay Airport. A taxi or pre-planned transfer from the hotel is a 10-minute drive from Ngapali Beach. 02 of 07 John Seaton Callahan/Getty Images Address Myanmar (Burma) Outstanding in an already impressive collection of beautiful beaches: the pristine white sands of Tafuq Island represent the highlight of the Mergi Archipelago tour. These are Myanmar's most expensive
islands, but the trip is worth it. Have a picnic on the beach, go kayaking around the strikingly blue waters around Tafuk Island, or snorkeling in the shallows. You can't miss the rest of the Mergi archipelago: diving around the waters of the islands is first class, from the coral reefs off the island of Sadetky to the anemones, nudibrarns and exotic tropical fish around Coxcombe Island.
Getting there: Fly to Kauthaung Airport and then either take a day trip or liveaboard from Kawthaung to the Mergi archipelago. Liveaboards from Phuket in Thailand are also available, although they will stop at Kawthaung for visa processing. 03 of the 07 Address of Dawei, Myanmar (Burma) British colonizers knew a good thing when they saw one, so Maungmagan Beach was a
favored retreat for the West before World War II. Not far from the port city of Dawei, Maungmagan is just the most popular of several beaches within easy drive. You won't find palm trees lining the beach: Maungmagan stands for pine trees, although crystal clear water is still equal to any tropical beach in the region. Accommodation and facilities are rustic at the moment, but that
could change with the upcoming construction of a nearby industrial port. Getting there: Fly to Daway Airport and hire a motorbike or a local taxi to the beach. Dawei is also a five-hour drive west of the Htee Kee border crossing from Thailand. 04 of the 07 Address Ka Byar Wa, Myanmar (Burma) beach full of potential, Kabyar Wa Beach has been slated for development (still
unfulfilled) over the past decade. Come before the bulldozers evict the bamboo huts on the beach; You will enjoy eight miles of pristine golden sands with very few other aliens, share the spectacle. Restaurants overlooking the beach (in bamboo huts) remain open only for a few months between November and April, the dry season. There are no hotels nearby either; just a subtle
gathering at Ye Township nine miles away. Getting there: Take the bus from Yangon to E, a ten-hour trip; Then take a taxi to the beach. Continue to 5 of 7 below. 05 of 07 Kylie McLaughlin/Getty Images Address Ngwesaung, Myanmar (Burma) One of two beaches in a relatively easy distance from Yangon (Chaungtha is the other), the sleepy fishing village of Ngwesaung sees a
massive surge of patronage over the weekend. The white sand of Ngwesaung and the clean waters compare favorably with Ngapali Beach, making the perfect backdrop for local activities like horseback riding, water sports or just long walks on the beach, finishing selfies on the double stupa of The Kyauk Maumghnama Pagoda. Several luxury resorts have set up shop in
Ngwesaung if you prefer a comfortable overnight stay. You can also try the glamping package at the Ngwe Saung Yacht Club for a more nature-intimate experience. Getting there: Take the bus from Yangon to Ngwesaung, the trip lasts five hours. Ngwesaung on Google Maps. 06 of the 07 Address Chaung Tar, Myanmar (Burma) It is a little closer to Yangon than Ngwesaung. So
it's a bit busy, with crowds reaching a crescendo at the weekend and significant celebrations of Myanmar. Come to Chaungta to experience the unsurpassed local beach crowd, with an abundance of cheap seafood and inflatable rentals. Hotels and resorts on Chaungta beach range from basement budget to middle class. To avoid weekend crowds, take a motorbike to the more
secluded beaches to the north, or visit one of the neighboring islands on a hired boat. Getting there: Take the bus from Yangon to Chaungta, the trip lasts five hours. 07 of 07 There are both advantages and disadvantages of Teyzit Beach privacy. Since it's a 16-mile drive from the village of Dawei, Teyzit has a fraction of the crowd you'll find on Maungmagan beach far south. Less
crowds mean less debris and more golden white sands and cleaner water for swimming in. you won't feel like you have it for yourself though- you'll share the beach with a few local swimmers and fishermen taking in their catch day. There is little through dining or beach amenities on Teyzit beach, except for a beer station in a small village north of the beach. Getting there: Fly to
Daway and ride a motorbike to Launglon Village and then drive the rest of the way to Teisite Beach. law dictionary english to myanmar pdf. law dictionary english to myanmar app
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